Cookies Use and Management Policy
1. Introduction
The companies of the Energy Exchange Group, Company "HELLENIC ENERGY
EXCHANGE SA" and "EnEx Clearing House SA" use cookies to ensure the efficient
operation of the website, as well as for your easy navigation on it. The use and
management of Cookies is carried out in accordance with both the General Data
Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 and with no. Prot. G/EX/1525/25.02.2020
Press Release of the Personal Data Protection Authority "Recommendations for the
compliance of data controllers with the specific legislation on electronic
communications".
With the current Cookies Use and Management Policy (hereinafter referred to as
"the Policy" or "the Cookies Policy") defines the terms and conditions that are
followed by the companies of the Energy Exchange Group during the processing of
data in relation to the management of cookies and related technologies.
This Cookies Policy may be modified at any time. For this reason, you are advised
to check this Policy regularly. This Cookies Policy entered into force on 12/03/2021.
In case of modification, the date on which it took place shall be explicitly stated.
The applicable version of this Cookies Policy shall always be the one resulting from the
most recent modification.
2. What are cookies?
Cookies are small text files that a website stores on your computer or mobile device
when you visit the site. They enable the website to remember your actions and
preferences for a certain period of time, so you don’t have to re-enter them each
time you visit the site or browse its pages. Cookies collect information and when
they are read by a server through an internet browser they can provide information
about the use of the website.
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3. Data Controller
The website http://www.enexgroup.gr/ provides a wide range of information for the
Energy Exchange Group, which consists of “EnΕx Clearing House S.A.
(EnExClear S.A.)” and the company “Hellenic Energy Exchange S.A. (HEnEx
S.A.)” both located in 110 Athinon Ave., P.C. 10442, Athens, Greece, Tel.: (+30)
210-336-6400. These Companies are Joint Controllers for processing your data,
which are processed under it. For more information about the processing of personal
data during your browsing, visit the Personal Data Protection Policy of the website:
http://www.enexgroup.gr/, εδώ.
4. What
types
of
cookies
http://www.enexgroup.gr/

are

used

on

the

website

The types of cookies used by the website http://www.enexgroup.gr/ are persistent
cookies and session cookies.


Session cookies used by the website are deleted after the end of your
browsing and/or after the closing of the browser.



Persistent cookies remain on your computer or device until you delete
them, or for a predefined cookies period.

5. What cookies are used on our website and what information is
collected?
The website http://www.enexgroup.gr/ uses cookies for various purposes
depending on their function:
Strictly necessary. The strictly necessary cookies are essential for the proper
operation of the website, they allow you to browse and use its functions, such as
access to safe areas. These cookies do not recognize your personal identity. Without
these cookies, we cannot offer effective operation of our website.
Functionality Cookies. Functionality cookies help the website to remember your
choices, such as your username. Thus, we provide you with improved and
personalized functions. They do not allow us to track your activity on other websites.
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Cookies we use - Analytical table
Cookie Name

COOKIE_SUPPORT

LFR_SESSION_STATE_userId

GUEST_LANGUAGE_ID

COMPANY_ID

Cookie
Developer and
Description
Allows automatic
login to the site
portal after initial
login. The user's
choice
to
be
monitored or not
by the analysis
cookies
is
recorded.
Developer Liferay
Inc.

Data
period

The data are kept
for 1 year.

Necessary

Recipients/
Categories of
Recipients
AΤΗΕΧ S.A.

Used to identify
the user, to store
memory regarding
his
preferred
language and to
manage
his
browsing,
respecting
the
user login time.

The data deleted
when the user finish
browsing.

Necessary

AΤΗΕΧ S.A.

Developer Liferay
Inc.
Used to specify the
language chosen
by the user.
Developer Liferay
Inc
Keeping
the
unique ID of the
visitor for this site.
Developer Liferay
Inc

ID

Keeping
the
encrypted unique
ID (of the user).

retention

The data are kept
for 1 year.

The data are kept
for 1 year if the user
of the portal signs in
and selects the field
"Remember
me",
alternatively
they
are deleted when
the user finishes
browsing.
The data are kept
for 1 year if the user
signs in and selects
the field "Remember

Purpose

AΤΗΕΧ S.A.
Necessary

AΤΗΕΧ S.A.
Necessary

AΤΗΕΧ S.A.
Necessary
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Developer Liferay
Inc

USER_UUID

LOGIN

PASSWORD

REMEMBER ME

SCREEN_NAME

Keeping
the
encrypted unique
ID UUID (of the
user).
Developer Liferay
Inc
It is encrypted
authentication
information when
logged in, the
default
authentication
type is an email
address (email).
The cookie is used
to encrypt the
email
address.
(email).
Developer Liferay
Inc
Keeping
the
encrypted
password (of the
user).
Developer Liferay
Inc
Keeping
in
memory if the user
has selected the
field "Remember
me".
Developer Liferay
Inc
Keeping
the
encrypted screen
name.

me",
alternatively
they are deleted
when
the
user
finishes browsing.
The data are kept
for 1 year.

Functionality

AΤΗΕΧ S.A.

The data are kept
for 1 year.

Functionality

AΤΗΕΧ S.A.

The data are kept
for 1 year.

Functionality

AΤΗΕΧ S.A.

The data are kept
for 1 year.

Functionality

AΤΗΕΧ S.A.

The data are kept
for 1 year.

Functionality

AΤΗΕΧ S.A.

Developer Liferay
Inc
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JSESSIONID

It
is
an
authentication
element and has
been created to
respond to the
requests of the site
user.

The data deleted
when
the
user
finishes browsing.

Functionality

AΤΗΕΧ S.A.

Developer Servlet
container

6. How to control cookies
Cookies are stored on your computer or device after you have been notified
regarding privacy settings and you have given your consent to each respective
category, except for the Strictly Necessary cookies, which do not require explicit
consent.
These specific optional functionality cookies are activated only if you are a subscriber
to our services and select the check box "Remember me" when entering your
passwords for these services, so that the next time you can access them without
being asked to re-enter the passwords.
You can delete cookies from the computer or the device you are using, at any time,
by following the links below.
By doing so, you withdraw your consent to the use of cookies on your computer or
your device.
o Internet Explorer: https://support.microsoft.com/enus/help/17442/windows-internet-explorer-delete-manage-cookies
o Mozilla Firefox: http://support.mozilla.com/en-US/kb/Cookies
o Google
Chrome: http://www.google.com/support/chrome/bin/answer.py?hl=en
&answer=95647
o Safari: http://support.apple.com/kb/PH5042
o Opera: http://www.opera.com/help/tutorials/security/privacy/
You can also configure your browser to either alert you about the use of cookies
for specific website services or not permit the acceptance of cookies in any
circumstances.
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7. Where can you find more information about the protection of personal
data collected by cookies?
Information on the protection of your personal data collected from the cookies used,
but also on your rights and how to exercise them, can be found in the Personal Data
Protection Policy of our Website, here.
If you wish to request clarifications regarding possible claims or demands arising
from the use of this site you can be address the designated Data Protection Officer
at the postal address, 110 Athinon Ave., P.C. 104 42 Athens, Greece and the email
address dataprotectionofficer@athexgroup.gr.

8. Where can you find more information about the general use of cookies?
More information on the general use of cookies, as well as the methods of excluding
or restricting them, can be found at http://cookiepedia.co.uk/all-about-cookies and
http://www.allaboutcookies.org/.
9. Your rights
We remind you of your rights provided in the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) (EU) 2016/679, about which you can be informed in detail by referring to
the Personal Data Protection Policy of the Website, here.
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